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We report Monte Carlo simulation results for freezing of Lennard-Jones carbon tetrachloride
confined within model multiwalled carbon nanotubes of different diameters. The structure and
thermodynamic stability of the confined phases, as well as the transition temperatures, were
determined from parallel tempering grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations and free-energy
calculations. The simulations show that the adsorbate forms concentric molecular layers that solidify
into defective quasi-two-dimensional hexagonal crystals. Freezing in such concentric layers occurs
via intermediate phases that show remnants of hexatic behavior, similar to the freezing mechanism
observed for slit pores in previous works. The adsorbate molecules in the inner regions of the pore
also exhibit changes in their properties upon reduction of temperature. The structural changes in the
different regions of adsorbate occur at temperatures above or below the bulk freezing point,
depending on pore diameter and distance of the adsorbate molecules from the pore wall. The
simulations show evidence of a rich phase behavior in confinement; a number of phases, some of
them inhomogeneous, were observed for the pore sizes considered. The multiple transition
temperatures obtained from the simulations were found to be in good agreement with recent
dielectric relaxation spectroscopy experiments for CCl4 confined within multiwalled carbon
nanotubes. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1881072g

I. INTRODUCTION

Confinement within a porous material is known to lead
to a number of novel phenomena involving solid-fluid phase
behavior.1–3 Such phenomena can have practical applications
in adhesion, lubrication, frost heaving, nanofabrication, and
characterization of porous materials. From a fundamental
viewpoint, studies of freezing and melting of confined sys-
tems can provide important insights on the effect of confine-
ment, surface forces, and reduced dimensionality on phase
transitions. Most of the experimental studies of freezing in
confinement have been carried out for a wide variety of ad-
sorbates in silica materialssmainly MCM-41, SBA-15, and
Vycor glassd with different pore sizes.1–3 The freezing tem-
perature inside the pore was found to be lower than that for
the bulk, with the depression becoming larger as the pore
size decreased, in agreement with the Gibbs–Thomson equa-
tion. Nevertheless, this macroscopic equation was found to
break down for systems confined in pores of small sizes,
below a few adsorbate molecular diameters.1–3 Significant

hysteresis effects were observed, as well as evidence of dif-
ferent freezing behaviors for the adsorbate in the central re-
gions of the pore and the contact layersthe adsorbed mol-
ecules adjacent to the pore walld, suggesting the presence of
inhomogeneous confined phases. In most cases, the structure
of the confined solid was found to deviate from the bulk
crystal phase: below certain pore sizes the adsorbate crystal-
lized only partially, and for smaller pores an amorphous solid
phase was always observed.

This large amount of experimental evidence clearly in-
dicates that the phase diagram of a substance can be signifi-
cantly altered when confined within a porous material. These
results also suggest that the freezing temperature inside the
pore is lower than that for the bulk. Nevertheless, simulation
and experimental studies have shown that an elevation in the
freezing point is observed for systems where the adsorbate-
wall interactions are strong compared to the adsorbate-
adsorbate interactions, and there is matching between the
morphologies of the porous media and the confined solid
phase. For instance, Klein and Kumacheva4 studied cyclo-
hexane and octamethylcyclotetrasiloxanesOMCTSd confined
between parallel mica plates in a surface force apparatus
sSFAd. Upon reduction of the separation between the sur-
faces, it was observed that the confined films could sustain a
finite shear stress for macroscopic times, and the film rigidity
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squantified by an “effective viscosity”d increased. This was
interpreted as a liquid to solid phase transition occurring at
temperatures well above the bulk freezing point. In addition,
a number of experiments using activated carbon fibers
sACFsd have reported that the freezing temperature in con-
finement may be lowerswater,5–7 octanol,8 and undecanol8d
or higher smethanol,7 carbon tetrachloride,9 benzene,10

aniline,11 OMCTS,12 and cyclohexane12d than the bulk value;
in some casessnitrobenzene13d, no appreciable change in the
freezing temperature was observed.

Miyahara and Gubbins14 performed systematic grand ca-
nonical Monte CarlosGCMCd simulations of freezing and
melting of Lennard-JonessLJd methane confined within slit
pores. When the adsorbate-wall interactions were weaker
compared to the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions, the freez-
ing temperature in confinement was significantly lower than
in the bulk, as reported in most of the experiments for silica
pores. In contrast, a large increase in the freezing tempera-
ture was found for strongly attractive materials, such as po-
rous carbons. No appreciable change in the freezing tempera-
ture was observed when the adsorbate-wall and adsorbate-
adsorbate interactions were similar. Moreover, the contact
layers were found to freeze at temperatures higher or lower
than the rest of the adsorbed fluid for the cases of strongly or
weakly attractive walls, respectively. Those findings were
further confirmed in simulation studies where the free energy
of the confined phases was calculated, using a thermody-
namic integration method15 and a Landau–Ginzburg
approach.16,17 By combining the latter approach with corre-
sponding states theory, Radhakrishnanet al.13,17 obtained
phase diagrams for a wide range of adsorbates and slit pore
walls, in terms of the pore widthH and a parametera mea-
suring the ratio of the adsorbate-wall to adsorbate-adsorbate
attractive interaction. Recent simulations17,18 and
experiments18 for CCl4 within ACFs have suggested the ex-
istence of hexatic phases in temperature ranges between
those for the hexagonal crystal and liquid phases. Such
hexatic phases are quasi-two-dimensionals2Dd systems with
quasilong-range sixfold bond orientational order and posi-
tional disorder. The liquid-hexatic and hexatic-crystal transi-
tions for the molecular layers of adsorbate were found18 to be
consistent with the Kosterlitz–Thouless–Halperin–Nelson–
Young sKTHNY d theory for 2D melting.19–21

For pores of cylindrical geometries, Maddox and
Gubbins22 investigated freezing of confined LJ methane us-
ing a combined GCMC and molecular dynamicssMDd simu-
lation approach, obtaining similar conclusions as in the study
by Miyahara and Gubbins.14 The freezing temperatures in
cylindrical pores were found to be lower than those obtained
within slit pores of similar characteristics, due to the addi-
tional degree of confinement. Kandaet al.23 also studied
freezing of LJ methane within model carbon cylindrical
pores by means of GCMC simulations, finding a nonmono-
tonic dependence of freezing point against pore diameter.
This was interpreted as a result of the competition between
geometric constraints and fluid-wall interaction effects.
Sliwinska-Bartkowiaket al.24 reported both experimental
and simulation results for freezing of nitrobenzene and CCl4

in porous glasses and MCM-41. It was found that the con-

fined fluid is able to crystallize when the average pore diam-
eterD is greater than 20s f f, wheres f f is the size parameter
of the adsorbate. For smaller pore diameters, the confined
fluid solidifies forming either frustrated crystals or amor-
phous solids. Hoffmann and Nielaba25 performed classical
and path-integral Monte Carlo simulations in the canonical
sNVTd ensemble to study the freezing of argon and neon
within cylindrical pores. For strongly attractive pores, the
adsorbate was found to freeze in concentric layers, with the
contact layer freezing at temperatures higher than the rest of
the system. Structures with local fcc or hcp order were ob-
served for pores with weak fluid-wall interactions. Hunget
al.26 and Sliwinska-Bartkowiaket al.27 presented results
from parallel tempering grand canonical Monte Carlo simu-
lations and dielectric relaxation spectroscopy experiments,
for nitrobenzene and carbon tetrachloride confined within
multiwalled carbon nanotubes with an internal diameter of 5
nm. The results suggested the presence of inhomogeneous
phases, composed of combinations of crystalline and liquid
regions within the pore over extended temperature ranges.
Good agreement was found between the simulation results
and the experimental measurements of transition tempera-
tures.

In this work, we aim at obtaining a rigorous picture of
the solid-fluid phase behavior of LJ carbon tetrachloride
sCCl4d confined within structureless multiwalled carbon
nanotubessMWCNTsd of Dø5 nm. The freezing behavior
of the adsorbate is investigated by means of parallel temper-
ing grand canonical Monte CarlosPT-GCMCd simulations.
For the largest MWCNT consideredsD=5 nmd, we also per-
formed free-energy calculations28 in order to rigorously de-
termine the range of thermodynamic stability of each phase
and establish the values of the thermodynamic transition
temperatures. The Landau and grand free energies are deter-
mined by using a spatially inhomogeneous order
parameter,13,17 composed of a group of several variables
quantifying crystallinity in different regions of the pore. Fi-
nally, we also present results from grand canonical parallel
tempering simulations for the same adsorbate within two
smaller MWCNTs,D=3.9 nm andD=2.8 nm.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS

A. Models

Carbon tetrachloride was modeled using the LJs12, 6d
potential, with parameters fitted17 to reproduce the bulk
freezing point and liquid density at bulk coexistence:s f f

=0.514 nm,« f f /kB=366.1 K. The LJ potential was cut and
shifted at a distance of 5s f f. The multiwalled carbon nano-
tube was modeled as a structureless, cylindrical pore of den-
sity rw, using the potential of Petersonet al.,29 so that CCl4
could only be adsorbed inside the nanotube. The potential
parameters for the carbon nanotube were chosen to be equal
to those of graphite:30,31 rw=114 nm−3,sww=0.340 nm, and
«ww/kB=28.0 K. The Lorentz–Berthelot mixing rules were
used to calculate the cross parameterss fw and« fw. Modeling
the carbon nanotube walls as a structureless solid is expected
to be a good approximation, since the size parameter of LJ
CCl4 s0.514 nmd is much larger than the C–C bond length in
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the carbon nanotubess0.14 nmd, and therefore the effect of
surface corrugation is expected to be small. A previous simu-
lation work14 on freezing/melting of LJ methaness f f

=0.381 nmd confined within graphitic slit pores showed
quantitatively similar results for both smooth and structured
walls.

A cylindrical simulation box with reduced pore diameter
D* =D /s f f was considered, and periodic boundary condi-
tions were used at both ends. Three different diameters were
studied:D* =9.7, 7.5, and 5.5scorresponding toD=5.0, 3.9,
and 2.8 nm, respectivelyd. The reduced cylindrical pore
length L* =L /s f f was fixed at L* =60, since previous
simulations17,18of freezing of LJ CCl4 within slit pores have
shown that fluctuations do not destroy the ordered phases for
system sizes withL* ù60.

B. Methods

In our simulation runs we followed previous
works14,16,26,27in choosing sets of temperature and chemical
potential sT,md such thatmsTd corresponds to the liquid/
vapor or solid/vapor coexistence pressurePsTd. Such a path
implies that the confined phase is always in equilibrium with
a saturated vapor in the bulk. The properties of the LJ fluid at
coexistence were obtained elsewhere.32

We have used the parallel tempering scheme in the grand
canonical ensemble, as proposed by Yan and de Pablo,33 to
determine the equilibrium properties of the adsorbate within
the three pore sizes considered. In this method, a GCMC
simulation is performed simultaneously inn noninteracting
replicas with volumeV, each one at a different set of values
of sT,md. Standard GCMC trial moves are attempted at ran-
dom with equal probability in each one of the replicas. In
addition, configuration swaps are randomly attempted be-
tween pairs of replicas, subject to specific acceptance
criteria.33 These swap moves provide an effective way to
deal with metastability problems and improve phase space
sampling. Cell lists34 were used to speed up the simulation
runs, and typical systems had 2800–3800 particles forD*

=9.7, 1700–2200 molecules forD* =7.5, and 900–1100 par-
ticles forD* =5.5. Thermodynamic properties were averaged
over a minimum of 400 million MC steps; however, much
longer runs were used for most of the sets ofsT,md studied,
especially near the transition points for the larger pore diam-
eters.

In our PT-GCMC simulations, we started from well-
equilibrated liquidlike and solidlike configurations obtained
from previous GCMC runs at different temperatures. Then,
we assigned these configurations randomly to each set of
sT,md, letting the systems equilibrate. For consistency, we
repeated the simulations forD* =9.7 using a different set of
initial configurations, obtaining similar results. In order to
cover all the phase space of interest and guarantee frequent
swaps between replicas, the number of replicas used in a
single run was 50 forD* =9.7, 28 forD* =7.5, and 32 for
D* =5.5, corresponding toDT=2, 4, and 5 K, respectively,
between adjacent replicas. The evolution of the PT-GCMC
simulation as a function of the number of Monte Carlo steps
was monitored and, after equilibration, it was verified that

each configuration visited many sets ofsT,md along a single
simulation run. The acceptance ratio for exchanging configu-
rations was not completely uniform between all the replicas,
meaning that the selected conditions ofsT,md were not op-
timal and could be further refined. It has been reported35 that
the acceptance probability for swapping moves in a parallel
tempering algorithm can be made uniform between all the
replicas, by selecting temperature intervals such that all ad-
jacent temperatures are in a fixed ratio. We have not at-
tempted to do that in our simulations. Nevertheless, the ratio
Ti+1/Ti and mi+1/mi in our simulations had small variations
sbetween 1.01 and 1.03 forT and 1.005 and 1.006 formd; in
addition, the fraction of accepted swap moves was over 30%
for all the replicas, which is considered satisfactory for a
parallel tempering simulation.33,36,37

C. Structure analysis

In our previous works,26,27 it was found that LJ CCl4

confined within a MWCNT ofD* =9.7 did not solidify into
three-dimensionals3Dd crystalline structures commonly ob-
served in bulk phases, in agreement with previous
studies.22–25 We can expect the same behavior for smaller
pore diameters since the geometrical constraints will be more
important. Significant ordering into distinct concentric mo-
lecular layers was found for the three pore diameters consid-
ered. This is concluded from the analysis of molecular con-
figuration snapshots and the local-density profile in the radial
direction,23

r*szd =
kNszdl

Lpfsz + Dz/2d2 − sz − Dz/2d2g
, s1d

whereNszd is the number of particles with radial coordinate
z betweensz−Dz /2d and sz+Dz /2d. The local-density pro-
file of the adsorbed phase along the radial direction is shown
in Fig. 1 at several temperatures, forD* =9.7 and 7.5. The
maxima in each peak increase and the interpeak minima de-
crease as the temperature is reduced, indicating a well-
defined layer separation. ForD* =9.7, the density profile at
temperatures higher than 229 K exhibits four concentric lay-
ers sannulid of adsorbate and a highly localized quasirow of
particles at the center of the pore; however, five annuli of
adsorbate molecules are observed in the density profile at
lower temperatures. In contrast, forD* =7.5 there are three
annuli of particles and a quasirow of molecules at the center
of the pore, for the whole range of temperatures studied.
These observations are corroborated by the snapshots pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The density profile forD* =5.5 snot shownd
exhibits two concentric layers and a center quasirow of mol-
ecules for all the temperatures studied, a similar behavior to
that observed forD* =7.5.

A representative quasi-2D configuration of the molecules
within a layerj can be obtained by cutting the layer along the
axial directionz and unrolling it flat. To study the freezing
behavior of each layer, we have followed the methodology of
previous works16,38 in measuring bond order parameters that
were sensitive to the degree of crystallinity in the system.
First, we identified the nearest neighbors of a given particlei
as those moleculesk that were in the same layer, and within
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a distancerb=1.3s f f from particle i.16 This distance corre-
sponds to the first minimum of the radial distribution func-
tion in a fcc crystal at bulk coexistence. The vectorsr ik join-
ing the neighbors are called “bonds.” The orientation of such
bonds with respect to an arbitrary axis is given by the angle
uk. Then, the average 2D bond orientational order parameter
F6,j of layer j can be determined as,17,20

F6,j = kuC6,jsr dul , s2d

C6,jsr d =
1

Nb
o
k=1

Nb

expsi6ukd, s3d

whereNb is the number of nearest-neighbor bonds. The local
bond order parameterC6,jsr d measures the hexagonal crys-
talline bond order of a given molecule at a positionr within
layer j . We expectF6,j =1 when the layer has the structure of
a perfect, 2D hexagonal crystal andF6,j =0 when the layer
has a 2D liquidlike structuresin the thermodynamic limitd.

We also monitored the two-dimensional, in-plane posi-
tional, and orientational pair-correlation functions within
each layerj . The positional pair-correlation functiongjsrd is
given by the common radial distribution function measured
within the 2D plane formed by each unwrapped layerj ,r
being the in-layer distance. The orientational pair-correlation
function G6,jsrd measures correlations between the local
bond order parameterC6,j of two molecules separated by an
in-layer distancer, and is given by,17,20

G6,jsrd = kC6,j
* s0dC6,jsrdl. s4d

For the case ofD* =5.5 and 7.5, we monitoredF6,j ,gjsrd,
andG6,jsrd for all the layers except the innermostsa highly
localized quasirow of particles at the center of the pored, for
which we monitored the local density of adsorbaterinner

* . For
the case ofD* =9.7, we measuredF6,j ,gjsrd, andG6,jsrd for
the three outer layersscontact, second, and thirdd. The fourth
and innermost layers were considered together since we al-
ready showed that they behave similarly upon freezing.26 In
order to get information about the structure of the adsorbate
in these inner regions of the pore, we used the 3D bond
orientational order parameters proposed by Steinhardtet
al.,39

Ql = F 4p

2l + 1 o
m=−l

l

uQ̄lmu2G1/2

, s5d

Wl =
1

S o
m=−l

l

uQ̄lmu2D3/2 o
m1,m2=−l

l S l l l

m1 m2 − m1 − m2
D

3Q̄lm1
Q̄lm2

Q̄ls−m1−m2d, s6d

Q̄lm =
1

Nb
o
i=1

Nb

Ylmsui,wid, s7d

whereui andwi are the polar and azimuthal angles giving the
orientation of a given nearest-neighbor bond,Ylm are spheri-
cal harmonics,40 and the matrix in Eq.s6d is a representation

FIG. 1. Density profile along the radial direction, and snapshots of typical
configurations of LJ CCl4 confined within structureless MWCNT, at differ-
ent temperatures and different diameters:sad D* =9.7; sbd D* =7.5. The car-
bon walls are not shown in the snapshots for clarity. Front views of the same
snapshots depicting the adsorbed molecules with a reduced diameter are also
provided to help visualize the formation of concentric layers as the tempera-
ture decreases.
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of the Wigner 3J symbols.41 We followed previous
studies24,38 in choosingQ6 to monitor the freezing behavior
in the inner regions of the adsorbate; we also measured
Q4,W6, and W4, finding consistent agreement between the
behavior of the four parameters with temperature. Values of
these 3D bond orientational order parameters for some com-
mon crystals are presented in Table I.

To further analyze the structure and the freezing behav-
ior of the adsorbate in the inner regionssD* =9.7d, we gen-
erated a “renormalized” 3D positional pair-correlation func-
tion gsRd, given by,42–44

gsRd =
gRsRd
gusRd

, s8d

whereR represents the 3D distance between molecules in the
fourth and innermost layers,gRsRd is given by the regular 3D
radial distribution function, andgusRd is the “uniform fluid”
pair-correlation function. The latter only depends on geom-
etry, and it is a correction due to excluded volume effects.42

In this particular case,gusRd measures the number of pairs
separated by a distanceR that can be fitted within the cylin-
drical volume defined by the adsorbate in the inner regions.
In addition, to analyze the 3D structure of the confined ad-
sorbate at different temperatures, we measured the renormal-
ized pair-correlation functiongsRd for all the adsorbate mol-
ecules for the three pore diameters considered. The
procedure to estimategusRd for this case is similar, the only
difference being that the complete pore volumesD* =9.7,
7.5, and 5.5d was considered since the space outside the car-
bon nanotube was inaccessible to the molecules.

The average properties of the confined phasesamount
adsorbed, local-density profile in the radial direction, and
average order parameters in each layer/regiond were deter-
mined using the PT-GCMC technique. On the other hand, the
in-plane positional and orientational pair-correlation func-
tionsgjsrd andG6,jsrd, and the “renormalized” 3D positional
pair-correlation functiongsRd were determined from stan-
dard GCMC simulations, using the final configurations from
parallel tempering as initial configurations for the conditions
of interest.

D. Free-energy calculations

Although the use of the parallel tempering technique in
simulations greatly reduces the probability of getting trapped
in a metastable state, a free-energy calculation is required to
rigorously determine the thermodynamic stability of each
phase, as well as to unambiguously establish the values of

the thermodynamic transition temperatures. For the case of
D* =9.7 we determined the Landau free-energy17,45,46 L of
the adsorbate at different temperatures:

L = − kBT lnfPsFidg + const, s9d

where PsFid is the probability distribution function of ob-
serving the system having a certain value of a spatially vary-
ing order parameterFi. For the case of LJ CCl4 freezing
within a MWCNT with D* =9.7, for which there are five
layers of adsorbate, the Landau free energy can be expressed
as

L = − kBT lnfPsF6,contact;F6,second;F6,third;Q6,innerdg
+ const. s10d

The probability distribution function
PsF6,contact;F6,second;F6,third;Q6,innerd is calculated during a
simulation run by collecting statistics of the number of oc-
currences of combinations of values for these order param-
eters in a four-dimensional histogram. To collect the statis-
tics, we have combined GCMC simulations and umbrella
sampling in partially overlapping windows of an order
parameter16,17,46 with the parallel tempering technique33 to
improve sampling. In essence, the procedure is very similar
to that described in Refs. 17 and 46, with some variations to
incorporate the parallel tempering scheme. The 2D order pa-
rameter of the contact layer,F6,contactwas chosen to be the
principal coordinate17,46 for the umbrella sampling proce-
dure, since the adsorbate close to the pore walls is the first to
freeze for the case of strongly attractive cylindrical
pores.22–27 The possible range of values ofF6,contactwas di-
vided into 20 windows, which were found to be enough to
ensure the collection of relevant statistics. Starting from
well-equilibrated liquid phases, we performed a normal PT-
GCMC simulation run with 16 replicas, constraining the or-
der parameterF6,contact to be within the range of the first
window for all the replicas. During such a simulation, the
other three order parameters were not constrained, and the
probability distribution functionP was calculated for that
range ofF6,contactAfter finishing this run, we took the con-
figurations corresponding to the maximum value ofF6,contact

in the first window, and used them to start the simulations for
the second window, which partially overlapped the range of
values ofF6,contactof the first window. This procedure was
repeated until we sampled the complete range of possible
values ofF6,contactA typical run in each window involved
averaging thermodynamic properties over at least 1500 mil-
lion MC steps.

From this first set of runs we obtained 20 individual
pieces of the four-dimensional probability distribution func-
tion PsF6,contact;F6,second;F6,third;Q6,innerd, which can be put
together to obtain a continuous function, and obtain the Lan-
dau free energies froms10d. We could not follow the proce-
dure described in Ref. 46 to join the different pieces ofL,
since the probabilityP was very close to zero for some re-
gions of phase space, causingL to take unphysical high val-
ues fsees10dg. This situation corresponded to very improb-
able or even unphysical configurations, e.g., one in which the
contact layer is liquid, the second is solid, the third is liquid,

TABLE I. Values of the 3D bond orientational order parameters for some
common 3D crystals. Taken from Ref. 16.

Crystal Q6 Q4 W6 W4

fcc 0.571 0.191 −0.013 −0.159
hcp 0.485 0.097 −0.012 0.134
bcc 0.511 0.036 0.013 0.159
sc 0.354 0.764 0.013 0.159

Icosahedral 0.663 0 −0.170 0
Liquid 0 0 0 0
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and the inner regions solid. In order to obtain nonzero values
of probability for all possible combinations of our four order
parameters, one would need to divide all their possible val-
ues in a number of windows, perform simulations constrain-
ing these four order parameters to be within the range of
each window, and repeat this until all possible combinations
of the order parameters would be covered. This would re-
quire a prohibitive number of simulationsse.g., if each order
parameter range is divided in ten windows, such a procedure
will require 104 simulations!d.

To overcome these problems, we decided to put together
the individual pieces ofPsF6,contact;F6,second;F6,third;Q6,innerd
by adding suitable constants, equal to the average of the
differences between probability values found in the overlap-
ping region between adjacent windows ofF6,contact. This pro-
cedure was implemented in the same spirit as the combina-
tion of histograms using histogram reweighting techniques.47

After such procedure, we normalized the entire probability
distribution functionP. In this way, we obtain a single prob-
ability distribution hypersurface that is continuous in all the
four dimensions, and the values of the four order parameters
that correspond to global and local maxima inP sand minima
in Ld can be accurately determined. We do not expect the
location of such maxima inP to be altered by the procedure
to put together the individual pieces ofP. Those free-energy
minima can also be compared with PT-GCMC results, pro-
viding further assessment of both series of simulations. On
the other hand, we are unable to draw conclusions about the
accuracy of the free-energy barriers between stable and
metastable states. Such barriers are subject to strong finite-
size effects,17,38,46and they are not the main objective of our
investigation.

Following this procedure, we obtained a first estimate of
the probability distribution function
PsF6,contact;F6,second;F6,third;Q6,innerd, by sampling the most
important regions of the phase space defined by the four
order parameters selected, and without using any weighting
function in the umbrella sampling. To further refine the cal-
culation of the probability distribution function, the proce-
dure outlined above was repeated using a weighting function
w, in addition to the usual acceptance criteria for parallel
tempering GCMC simulations. The weighting function cho-
sen in this case was equal towsF6,contactd=1/Ps1dsF6,contactd,
wherePs1dsF6,contactd was calculated by numerically integrat-
ing P with respect to all the order parameters except
F6,contact. The numerical integration was done using the Sim-
pson’s rule.48 It was reported in previous studies16,38,46 that
successive iterations with such a procedure increase the ac-
curacy of the distribution functions, but just one iteration is
usually needed to achieve convergence. In this sense, the use
of a single order parametersQ6,innerd, rather than twosF6,ourth

andF6,innerd, to characterize the degree of order in the inner
regions of the pore, reduces the dimensionality of the prob-
ability distributionP and facilitates sampling of phase space.

The grand free energy of the phases,V=−kBT ln J
swhere J is the grand partition functiond, is related to the
probability distribution functionsand thus to the Landau free
energyd by,16,17

exps− bVd =E dF6,contactE dF6,secondE dF6,third

3E dQ6,inner

3PfF6,contact;F6,second;F6,third;Q6,innerg ,

s11d

where b=1/kBT. To calculate the grand free energy of a
phase, the integration ins11d is done from the minimum to
the maximum values of the four order parameters that char-
acterize the phase. The previous calculation determines the
grand free-energy difference between the phases at a particu-
lar value of temperature and chemical potential. To relate the
grand free energy of a particular phase at two different val-
ues of T and m, we numerically integrate the following
equations:16,49

F ]V

]m
G

T,V
= − N, s12d

F ]sV/Td
]s1/Td Gm,V

= U − Nm, s13d

whereU andN are the total internal energy and number of
molecules of the system, respectively. The thermodynamic
transition temperatures and the order of the transitions can be
determined from these calculations.

III. RESULTS

A. D*=9.7 pore

PT-GCMC simulations were performed for LJ CCl4

within a structureless model MWCNT ofD* =9.7sD=5 nmd.
In Fig. 2 we report the average values of the bond order
parameters as a function of temperature. The 2D order pa-
rametersF6,j were measured for the three layers close to the
walls scontact, second, and thirdd, whereas the 3D order pa-
rameterQ6,inner was determined for the adsorbate in the cen-
ter of the poresfourth and innermost layersd. The behavior in
the contact and second layers is very similar: a steep increase
in F6,j around 250–260 K, followed by slight increases in
F6,j with further reduction of the temperature. These results
suggest that both molecular layers undergo a transition from
isotropic liquid sF6,j ,0.1, due to finite-size effectsd to a
defective quasi-2D hexagonal crystalsF6,j ,0.8d at tempera-
tures around 260 K, which are slightly higher than the bulk
freezing point of LJ CCl4 s251 Kd. The change inF6,j for the
third layer is more gradual than for the first two layers and
occurs over a wider temperature range, around 220–260 K.
The adsorbate in the center of the pore shows gradual in-
creases inQ6,inner in the range 220–260 K, followed by a rise
between 220 and 190 K, reaching a value of,0.30 at T
=177 K. In a previous study,26 rather thanQ6,inner we mea-
sured the 2D order parametersF6,j for the fourth and inner-
most layers, and we found a similar behavior as the tempera-
ture was reduced. This indicates thatQ6,inner, as well as
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F6,innerandF6,fourth, are equivalent and suitable order param-
eters to detect freezing of adsorbate in the inner regions, at
least for this particular pore size.

The difference in the temperature ranges at which each
layer undergoes a transition from an isotropic phase to an
ordered structure can be explained in terms of a competition
between attractive interactions and degree of confinement;
strongly attractive walls lead to increases in the adsorbate
transition temperatures, whereas geometrical constraints pro-
duce depressions in the transition temperatures. The contact
layer experiences a strong attraction from the pore wall, and
the combined interaction of the pore wall and the contact
layer acts upon the second layer. Consequently, these two
layers undergo a transition at temperatures slightly higher
than the bulk freezing point. In contrast, the fourth and in-
nermost layers experience a weaker effect from the attractive
wall potential and are the most geometrically constrained;
therefore, the liquid-solid transition occurs at temperatures
well below the bulk freezing point, and the ordered phase
presents a large number of defects. Finally, the third layer
undergoes a transition at intermediate temperatures, since its
geometrical constraint is not as severe as in the inner regions
and the effect of the pore walls is weaker than in the outer
layers. As already discussed elsewhere,26,27 our simulation
results are consistent with the experimental transition tem-
peratures measured using dielectric relaxation spectroscopy
for the same system: 259 K should represent the end of melt-
ing in the outer layers of adsorbate, whereas 205 and 234 K
should represent the beginning and end of the melting pro-
cess in the inner regions of the pore.

Results for the 2D positional and bond orientational pair-
correlation functionsgjsrd and G6,jsrd are shown in Fig. 3,
for the first three layers of CCl4 within the MWCNT with
D* =9.7. We also report in this figure the 3D positional pair-

correlation functiongsRd for the inner regionssfourth and
innermost layersd, which has been corrected for excluded
volume effects.42–44Correlations in each layer were reported
in these figures up to a distancel =pr l, wherer l is the radial
position where the reduced local-densityr* reaches a maxi-
mum in each layerfsee Fig. 1sadg; correlations in the inner
regions were arbitrarily reported up tol ,7.25s f f, the value
of l corresponding to the third layer. AtT=260 K,gjsrd and
gsRd exhibit liquidlike features andG6,jsrd decays exponen-
tially. Therefore, all adsorbate regions behave as dense liq-
uids sno crystalline orderd with short-range positional and
bond orientational ordersphaseAd. At T=256 K, the contact
and second layers have an intermediate morphology between
a quasi-2D hexagonal crystal and a liquid, while the rest of
the adsorbate presents a liquidlike structuresphaseBd. The
gjsrd for the contact and second layers shows liquidlike fea-
tures with extended correlations, as compared to thegjsrd at

FIG. 2. Average values of the bond order parameters measured for LJ CCl4

confined in a structureless MWCNT withD* =9.7, as a function of tempera-
ture.F6,j was measured for the contact, second, and third layers, andQ6,inner

is reported for the adsorbate in the center of the poresfourth and innermost
layersd. The black-filled symbols represent the results from a GCMC simu-
lation performed atT=177 K. The thick-dotted line represents the bulk
melting point of LJ CCl4 s251 Kd. The three thin-dotted lines represent the
experimental transition temperaturess205, 234, and 259 Kd of CCl4 within
MWCNT with D=5 nm, from dielectric relaxation spectroscopy measure-
mentsssee Refs. 26 and 27d.

FIG. 3. 2D positional and bond orientational correlation functions,gjsrd and
G6,jsrd, for the first three molecular layers of adsorbate, and 3D positional
correlation function corrected by excluded volume effects,gsRd, for the
adsorbate in the center of the pore. Five different confined phasesA,B,C,D,
and E ssee text for descriptionsd can be observed for LJ CCl4 within a
structureless MWCNT ofD* =9.7 at different temperatures. For clarity, the
gjsrd functions corresponding to the contact, second, and third layers have
been shifted by +6, +4, and +2, respectively. In a similar way, theG6,jsrd
functions corresponding to the contact and second layers have been dis-
placed by +0.8 and +0.4, respectively.
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260 K. In addition, theG6,jsrd for these two layers decays at
a slower rate, as compared to theG6,jsrd at 260 K; moreover,
F6,j for these two layerssFig. 2d takes intermediate values
between those exhibited by a liquidsF6,j ,0.1d and a
quasi-2D crystalsF6,j ,0.8d. This 2D phase for the contact
and second layers resembles a hexatic phase, which is ex-
pected in the framework of the KTHNY theory for 2D
melting.19–21This theory involves two continuous transitions:
first, between a 2D crystal phaseswith quasilong-range po-
sitional order and long-range bond orientational orderd and a
hexatic phaseswith positional disorder and quasilong-range
bond orientational orderd; and second, between the hexatic
phase and the 2D liquid phaseswith positional and bond
orientational disorderd. System size is a key variable in rig-
orously determining the nature of intermediate phases be-
tween 2D crystals and liquids.17,18 A rigorous system size
scaling analysis, which has been done for LJ fluids within slit
pores to determine the existence of hexatic phases,18 cannot
be performed for cylindrical pores of a few nanometers since
the dimensions of the quasi-2D layers of adsorbate are lim-
ited by the pore diameter. In consequence, the intermediate
phases observed in the contact and second layers at 256 K
cannot be rigorously termed hexatic phases; however, they
exhibit remnants of hexatic behavior.

At T=252 K, both the contact and second layers appear
as quasi-2D hexagonal crystals with defects; the third layer
exhibits an intermediate morphology similar to that observed
for the first two layers at 256 K, and the center of the pore
keeps its isotropic characteristicssphaseCd. The crystalline
nature of both contact and second layers is determined from
the features observed in thegjsrd functions: a large value on
the first peak, a first minimum of zero, and an incipient split-
ting in the second and third peaks. The constant value of
G6,jsrd at relatively larger for the two outer layers is also a
signature of phases having long-range bond orientational or-
der. AtT=229 K, the third layer exhibits the same crystalline
features as the outer layers, while the inner regions are still
liquidlike sphaseDd. Finally, all the adsorbates have quasic-
rystalline morphology atT=196 K sphaseEd. CCl4 in the
inner regions suffers strong geometrical constraints and con-
sists of frustrated crystals with a large number of defects, as
evidenced by the nonzero first minimum ingsRd. The tem-
perature must reach values as low asT=196 K to observe
nonisotropic features forgsRd in the inner regions of the
pore.

In order to rigorously determine the thermodynamic sta-
bility of each phase, we measured the probability distribution
function PsF6,contact;F6,second;F6,third;Q6,innerd for the case of
LJ CCl4 within a MWCNT of reduced diameterD* =9.7. We
used the methodology described in Sec. II D to measure such
probabilities at different sets ofsT,md. In Fig. 4 we present
the first-order distribution functions of the probability,Ps1d,
for the four order parameters at a representative temperature,
T=252 K. The first-order distributionPs1d is obtained by in-
tegrating PsF6,contact;F6,second;F6,third;Q6,innerd with respect
to all the order parameters except onefe.g., Ps1dsF6,contactd
was obtained by integratingP with respect to all the order
parameters exceptF6,contact; the same principle applies to
Ps1dsF6,secondd ,Ps1dsF6,thirdd, andPs1dsQ6,innerdg. The fourPs1d

curves span over a wide range of order parameter values,
showing that the simulations were able to sample a wide
range of phase space. The four global maxima in each of the
Ps1d functions represent maxima in the total probability dis-
tribution functionP. Since the Landau free-energyL is re-
lated to the probabilityP through s10d, the combination of
the four maxima inPs1d gives the equilibrium configuration
within the pore at a given temperature. From Fig. 4, it can be
seen that phaseC scontact and second layers as quasi-2D
hexagonal crystals with defects, third layer with intermediate
morphology between 2D liquid and crystal, and inner regions
still liquidliked is the most stable phase atT=252 K, in
agreement with the results from PT-GCMC simulations
sFigs. 2 and 3d. Similar agreement was found for all the
temperatures considered in the free-energy calculations. This
comparison shows that the PT-GCMC simulations are ca-
pable of giving results which are at least very close to true
equilibrium results, provided that the fraction of accepted
swap moves is high enough. ForD* =9.7, such fraction was
30% for the worst case, i.e., between replicas with tempera-
tures around the transition points for the outer layers of ad-
sorbate.

The grand free-energyV of the different phasessA–Ed
can be determined from the probability distribution function
PsF6,contact;F6,second;F6,third;Q6,innerd by using Eqs.
s11d–s13d. Plots of the grand free-energyV of the different
phases as a function of temperatureT near the transition
points are shown in Fig. 5. To facilitate visualization, in each
plot we present the difference of grand free energy of each
phase with respect to phaseA. The most stable phase in each
temperature range is the one with the lowest grand free en-
ergy, and the intersection between the curves gives us the
thermodynamic transition temperatures. The transitions be-
tween phasesA-B,B-C, and C-D occur at T=256.5 K,T
=254.0 K, andT=248.2 K, and they are first ordersthe
grand free energy curves intersect with different slopesd.
These phase transitions involve freezing in the contact, sec-
ond, and third layers of adsorbate. Rather than going directly

FIG. 4. First-order distribution functions of the probability
PsF6,contact;F6,second;F6,third;Q6,innerd for LJ CCl4 within a structureless
MWCNT of D* =9.7 atT=252 K. The distribution functionPs1dsF6,contactd
was obtained by numerically integratingP with respect to all the order
parameters exceptF6,contact the same principle applies toPs1d

3sF6,secondd ,Ps1dsF6,thirdd, andPs1dsQ6,innerd.
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from quasi-2D isotropic liquid to quasi-2D hexagonal crys-
tals, freezing in these layers occurs via intermediate phases
that show remnants of hexatic behavior. According to the
KTHNY mechanism of freezing/melting, in a true 2D system
the transitions liquid-hexatic and hexatic-crystal are of con-
tinuous nature.19–21Nevertheless, for quasi-2D systems, e.g.,
LJ fluids confined within narrow slit pores accommodating
several molecular layers,16–18 such transitions were found to
be first order, due to the interaction between molecules in
different layers. For LJ CCl4 within a cylindrical pore, we
have the effect of both interlayer interactions and pore cur-
vature. The latter effect might cause phasesB andC swhich
involve intermediate phases in the contact, second, and third

layersd to be stable over a relatively small range of tempera-
turess2.5 K for phaseB, 5.8 K for phaseCd, as compared to
what was observed for LJ CCl4 within strongly attractive slit
pores,17 where the hexatic phase was stable over a range of
57 K.

The transition between phasesD and E takes place at
T=213.5 K, and it is of weaker first-order nature as com-
pared to the transitions previously described. The transition
temperature and its nature are difficult to establish in this
case due to the very small difference in the slopes ofV. This
is in agreement with the results presented in Fig. 2, where the
increase inQ6,inner is more gradual and occurs over a wider
temperature range as compared to the contact, second, and
third layers. The transition between phasesD andE involves
freezing in the inner regions of the pore, which evolve from
liquidlike to frustrated crystal structures with defects due to
geometrical constraints. It is reasonable to expect such a
transition to be weakly first order, since the differences be-
tween these two phases are not very marked. It is important
to note that transitions can be observed even in the narrow
inner regions, where particles depart from a truly one-
dimensionals1Dd system behaviorswith no phase transi-
tionsd because of the interactions with the neighboring mo-
lecular layers. Similarly, it has been shown50 that particles
forming a 1D system within a zeolite can undergo gas-liquid
phase transitions at low temperatures due to pore-pore corre-
lation effects.

The significant changes in the order parameter for the
different phases further suggest that all the transitions ob-
served are first order. The change of sign of the grand free-
energy differences between the phasesfi.e., VA−VB.0 at
the lowest values ofsT,md, and VA−VB,0 at the highest
values ofsT,mdg, also implies that the phase transitions are
first order. All the transition points determined from the free-
energy calculations are within the range of temperatures de-
termined from the analysis of Figs. 2 and 3. The thermody-
namic transition temperatures and the phases involved in
each transition are summarized in Table II.

B. Smaller pore diameters: D*=7.5 and 5.5

PT-GCMC simulations were performed to study the
freezing behavior of LJ CCl4 confined within structureless
MWCNT of diametersD* =7.5 and 5.5. We did not attempt
to perform free-energy calculations for these pore diameters,
since forD* =9.7 it was shown that PT-GCMC simulations
give results very close to true equilibrium results.

The amount adsorbed as a function of temperature for
D* =7.5 and 5.5 is presented in Fig. 6. ForD* =7.5 fFig.

FIG. 5. Grand free-energyV of the different phases as a function of tem-
peratureT, for LJ CCl4 confined within a structureless MWCNT ofD*

=9.7. To facilitate visualization, the difference of grand free energy of each
phase with respect to phaseA is presented, and three plots are provided for
temperature ranges close to the transition points.

TABLE II. Thermodynamic transition temperatures and phases involved,
for LJ CCl4 confined within a MWCNT withD* =9.7, as determined from
free-energy calculations. See text for descriptions of the different phases.

Transition temperatures Phases involved

256.5 A-B
254.0 B-C
248.2 C-D
213.5 D-E
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6sadg, the quantity of adsorbate increases gradually as the
temperature decreases, up to temperatures around 276–284
K, where a jump is observed. Further reduction in the tem-
perature produces increases in the amount adsorbed within
the MWCNT; the slope of the curve is higher for the range
216 K,T,248 K, as compared to that for 248 K,T
,276 K. For T,216 K, further reduction of temperature
produces negligible variations in the curve. Similarly, for
D* =5.5 fFig. 6sbdg the quantity of adsorbate increases gradu-
ally up to 305–310 K, when a steep rise in the curve is
observed. The amount adsorbed increases again gradually
until another small jump in the curve is seen at 290–295 K
and finally reaches a plateau around 265 K.

In Fig. 7 we show the average 2D bond order parameters
F6,j as a function of temperature for the different layers of
adsorbate, except the innermostsa highly localized quasirow
of particles at the center of the pored, for which we moni-
tored the local density of adsorbaterinner

* . For D* =7.5, Fig.
7sad shows steep jumps in the average order parameter val-
ues of the contact and second layers in the range 276–284 K.
The increases in order parameter and local density are
slightly more gradual for the third and innermost layers, re-
spectively, and occur for 268 K,T,284 K. Analysis of
snapshots from typical configurations indicate that, as the
local density increases in the innermost layer with reduction

of temperature, molecules in this layer become more local-
ized around the pore axis. Nevertheless, the innermost layer
does not become a perfect 1D system even at the lowest
temperature studiedsT=192 Kd. By comparing Figs. 6sad
and 7sad, it can be established that the jump observed in the
amount adsorbed around 276–284 KfFig. 6sadg is associated
with freezing of the contact, second, and third layers of ad-
sorbate, as well as with the increase in the local density of
the innermost layer. All these changes occur at temperatures
well above the bulk freezing points251 K for LJ CCl4d. For
temperatures between 216 and 248 K, the rate of increase of
the average order parameter for the second layerfFig. 7sadg
is slightly higher than those for the other layers, and there-
fore the features observed in the curve of amount adsorbed at
216 K,T,248 K fFig. 6sadg can be associated with the in-
crease of crystalline order in the second layer.

For D* =5.5 fFig. 7sbdg, steep increases in the 2D order
parameter values are observed for both contact and second
layers at 305–310 K; similarly, the local density for the in-
nermost layer also increases in this temperature range.
Therefore, the contact and second molecular layers freeze in
this temperature range; similarly, molecules in the innermost
layer become more localized around the pore axis around
these temperatures, which are significantly higher than the
bulk freezing point. All these changes lead to the steep rise in

FIG. 6. Amount adsorbed as a function of temperature for LJ CCl4 confined
within a structureless MWCNT ofsad D* =7.5, andsbd D* =5.5. The thick-
dotted line represents the bulk melting point of LJ CCl4 for all cases.

FIG. 7. Average values of the 2D bond order parametersF6,j sopen sym-
bols, left ordinate axisd, and reduced local density for the innermost layer
rinner

* sblack-filled circles, right ordinate axisd, as a function of temperature,
for sad D* =7.5, andsbd D* =5.5. The thick-dotted line represents the bulk
melting point of LJ CCl4 for all cases.
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the amount adsorbed at 305–310 KfFig. 6sbdg. The small
jump in the amount adsorbed around 290–295 K can be as-
sociated with a higher rate of increase of the order parameter
for the second layerfFig. 7sbdg, as compared to that for the
contact, as observed forD* =7.5. Although the contact and
second layers solidify simultaneously for all the pore sizes
studied in this work, the average order parameter of the sec-
ond layer is always higher than that of the contact layer at the
lowest temperatures. This effect occurs due to packing con-
siderations: for the three pore sizes, the dimensions of the
unfolded second layers2pr lL, wherer l is the radial position
where the reduced local-densityr* reaches a maximum in
layer l, see Fig. 1d are commensurate with an integer number
of molecules arranged in hexagonal symmetry, but this is not
the case for the contact layer. As a result, molecules in the
second layer can pack more efficiently than those in the con-
tact layer, making the average order parameter and the in-
plane density larger for the second layer. This finding is in
agreement with the GCMC results of Kandaet al.,23 who
obtained a higher in-plane density for the second layer of
adsorbate as compared to that of the contact layer. This effect
is dependent on pore size: a small change in this variable can
lead to a more efficient packing in the contact layer. Such an
effect, which was not observed in slit pores,14,16,17 empha-
sizes the role of geometric constraints in the pores of cylin-
drical geometry. It is important to note again that transitions
can be observed in the narrow inner regions of adsorbate
within the MWCNT withD* =7.5 and 5.5, since particles do
not form a truly 1D systemsfor which phase transitions are
not possible forT.0 Kd.

The structure of the confined phase within the MWCNT
with D* =7.5 and 5.5 can be determined from the analysis of
the in-plane positional and bond orientational pair-
correlation functionsgjsrd and G6,jsrd. For the case ofD*

=7.5, atT=282 K the contact, second, and third layers have
a liquidlike structure, and the innermost layer exhibits rela-
tively low values of local densitysstructure A, similar to
phaseA for D* =9.7, Fig. 3d. The intermediate quasi-2D
phases are seen again in the contact, second, and third layers
atT=280 K, andrinner

* starts to increase steeplysstructure Bd.
At this temperature, the contact, second, and third layers ex-
hibit behaviors similar to what was observed forD* =9.7 at
T=256, 256, and 252 K, respectivelysFig. 3d, i.e., extended
correlations ingjsrd and G6,jsrd decay at a slower rate as
compared to that observed atT=282 K. Also, the average
order parameter of the contact, second, and third layers takes
intermediate values between those of a quasi-2D liquid and a
quasi-2D hexagonal crystalfsee Fig. 7sadg. At T=270 K, the
contact, second, and third layers behave as quasi-2D hexago-
nal crystals with defects, and the innermost layer presents a
relatively high value ofrinner

* sstructure C, equivalent to
phaseD for D* =9.7, Fig. 3d. Further reduction of tempera-
ture only produces changes in packing, especially in the sec-
ond molecular layer. It is important to mention that an inter-
mediate structure between B and C may exist, where the
contact and second layers behave as quasi-2D hexagonal
crystals with defects and the third and innermost layers ex-
hibit intermediate featuresssimilar to phaseC for D* =9.7,
Fig. 3d. Nevertheless, it was difficult to observe such a struc-

ture since finite-size effects are very important, especially for
the third layer where correlations were measured up to dis-
tances of only 3.5s f f. The differences between the quasi-2D
isotropic liquid, intermediate phases and hexagonal crystals
for the third layer are very subtle; this is especially true for
270 K,T,280 K, where the differences ingjsrd and
G6,jsrd are not large enough to precisely determine the tran-
sition points and unambiguously determine the nature of
such phases.

In a similar way, structure A forD* =5.5 scontact and
second layers as quasi-2D liquids, innermost layer with low
local densityd was observed around 318 K. Structure Bsin-
termediate phases for contact and second layers,rinner

* starts
to increase steeplyd is observed at approximately 305 K, and
at 290 K structure Cscontact and second layers as quasi-2D
hexagonal crystals with defects,rinner

* exhibiting high valuesd
is obtained. Again, further temperature reduction causes
packing changes in the adsorbate layers, especially in the
second molecular layer. The rate of increase ofF6,j andrinner

*

upon reduction of temperature is more gradual forD* =5.5,
as compared to what is observed forD* =7.5. The tempera-
ture ranges at which each structure was observed for both
D* =7.5 and 5.5, as obtained from PT-GCMC simulations,
are summarized in Table III.

We note that the freezing behavior of the contact and
second layers of LJ CCl4 is similar for the three pore diam-
eters studiedfFigs. 2, 7sad, and 7sbdg; in each case they so-
lidify at the same temperature, above the bulk freezing point
s251 K for LJ CCl4d. As the pore diameter is reduced, the
shift in freezing temperature in these two layers increases:
solidification occurs around 305–310 K forD* =5.5, between
276 and 284 K forD* =7.5, and at 250–260 K forD* =9.7.
This effect of the pore size has been observed in previous
studies22–27 of strongly attractive pores with cylindrical ge-
ometry, and has been explained as follows: the adsorbate-
wall attractive interaction becomes stronger as the pore di-
ameter is reduced, leading to larger increases in the
solidification temperatures of the molecular layers close to
the walls. Similarly, the third molecular layer forD* =7.5 and
D* =9.7 experiences a more gradual solidification process
with temperature, which involves temperatures above the
bulk freezing points268 K,T,284 Kd for D* =7.5; in con-
trast, forD* =9.7 solidification of the third layer involves a
much wider range of temperaturess220 K,T,260 Kd,
above and below the bulk freezing point.

TABLE III. Temperature range of each structure for LJ CCl4 confined
within MWCNT with D* =7.5 and 5.5, as determined from PT-GCMC simu-
lations. See text for descriptions of the different structures.

D* =7.5 D* =5.5

Structure Temperature rangesKd Structure Temperature rangesKd

A T*282 A T*318
B s*da 270&T&282 B 295&T&318

C T&270 C T&295

as*d For D* =7.5, an intermediate structure between B and C may exist,
where the contact and second layers behave as quasi-2D hexagonal crystals
with defects, and the third and innermost layer exhibit intermediate features.
See text for further details.
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All layers/regions of LJ CCl4 confined within the model
carbon nanotubes studied in this work were able to experi-
ence morphology changes upon reduction of temperature, in-
cluding the highly constrained molecules in the center of the
pores. This behavior is in agreement with previous results
obtained for strongly attractive cylindrical pores.22,23,25–27On
the other hand, these findings for strongly attractive pores
contrast with previous results obtained by Sliwinska-
Bartkowiak et al.24 for weakly attractive silica pores. The
authors reported amorphous phases for pore sizes withD
,15s f f, with the contact layer exhibiting remnants of
hexatic behavior without crystallization, even at very low
temperatures. These differences suggest that the strength of
the adsorbate-wall interaction can produce both shifts in the
confined transition temperatures and changes in the adsor-
bate structure upon reduction of temperature.

In Fig. 8 we show the 3D positional pair-correlation
function gsRd for the whole adsorbate within the three pore
diameters studied at different temperatures, corrected by ex-
cluded volume effects.42–44 Correlations were measured in
this case up to 30s f f shalf of the total pore lengthd. This
function is of particular importance since its Fourier trans-
form can be directly compared with the structure factor mea-
sured from scattering experiments. ForD* =9.7, solidlike
features ingsRd start to arise at temperatures as high asT
=252 K; such features reflect the solidification of the contact
and second layersssee Fig. 3d. As the temperature is reduced,
the first minimum ofgsRd slightly decreases, the splitting in
the second peak becomes more evident, and the maximum in
all the peaks ofgsRd slightly increases. Similar findings were
obtained forD* =7.5 andD* =5.5, with the solidlike features
appearing atT=280 and 305 K, respectively. The features
observed ingsRd for the whole pore arise since the adsorbate
solidifies into different structures in the radial and axial di-
rections: molecules form concentric layers in the radial di-
rection, and within each layer, the particles arrange them-
selves into quasi-2D hexagonal crystals with defects. For
distances less than the pore diameterfR/s f f ,9.7, Fig. 8sad;
R/s f f ,7.5, Fig. 8sbd; and R/s f f ,5.5, Fig. 8scdg, gsRd for
the whole pore includes characteristics from both structures
sin radial and axial directionsd, and for larger distances the
gsRd features mainly reflect the quasi-2D hexagonal crystal
morphology. In addition, the features ofgsRd for the whole
pore indirectly reflect the fact that the different layers of
adsorbate solidify at different temperatures.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented simulation results for freezing and
melting of Lennard-Jones carbon tetrachloride confined
within model multiwalled carbon nanotubes of different di-
ameters. The structure and thermodynamic stability of the
confined phases, as well as the temperatures and the order of
the phase transitions, were determined from parallel temper-
ing grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations and free-
energy calculations using spatially inhomogeneous order pa-
rameters. The latter confirms that PT-GCMC simulations
give equilibrium results, or at least very close to equilibrium.
The simulations show that the adsorbate forms concentric

molecular layers that solidify into quasi-2D hexagonal crys-
tals with defects. Freezing in such concentric layers occur via
intermediate phases that show remnants of hexatic behavior,
in a similar way to the freezing mechanism previously de-
scribed for Lennard-Jones particles confined within slit
pores.16–18 The transitions in these layers occur at tempera-
tures that can be above or below the bulk freezing point,
depending on the pore diameter and distance to the pore
wall. Due to strong geometrical constraints, the adsorbate in
the inner regions of the pore can either solidify into frus-
trated crystals with a large number of defects at temperatures
well below the bulk freezing pointsD* =9.7d, or molecules
can form a highly localized row of particles at the center of
the pore, exhibiting increases in the local densityrinner

* at

FIG. 8. 3D positional correlation functiongsRd, corrected by excluded vol-
ume effects, for all the molecules of LJ CCl4 confined within structureless
MWCNT: sad D* =9.7, sbd D* =7.5, andscd D* =5.5, at different tempera-
tures. Statistical noise can be observed forgsRd at larger values ofR/s f f,
especially for the smaller pore diameters since the number of molecules
separated by a distanceR/s f f decreases as such distance becomes larger.
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temperatures above the bulk freezing pointsD* =7.5 and
5.5d. The simulations show evidence of a rich phase behavior
in confinement. Five different phases were observed for the
largest pore diameter studiedsD* =9.7d, whereas three differ-
ent structures were found for the other two pore sizes exam-
ined sD* =7.5 and 5.5d. Some of these phases were found to
be inhomogeneoussi.e., combinations of crystalline, liquid,
and frustrated crystalline regionsd and stable over extended
temperature ranges.

Further experiments with different techniques are needed
to corroborate our observations. In previous works,26,27 we
showed that the multiple transition temperatures observed in
the simulations for CCl4 within a MWCNT of D=9.7s f f

=5 nm were consistent with the experimental transition tem-
peratures from dielectric relaxation spectroscopy measure-
ments. Experimental techniques such as nuclear magnetic
resonancesNMRd, x-ray diffraction, and neutron scattering
would allow us to determine the structure of the confined
adsorbate. From the simulation viewpoint, our future work
will focus on how freezing in confinement is affected by the
pore shape, surface roughness, and chemical heterogeneity,
in addition to the ratio of the pore-adsorbate to the adsorbate-
adsorbate interactions.51 It would also be interesting to deter-
mine the effect of bulk pressure on freezing in cylindrical
pores, which has been studied in the past for slit pores.52 In
addition, it will be of interest to study the possibility of solid-
solid transformations within each layer of adsorbate upon
changes on the diameter of the cylindrical pore, in direct
analogy with previous studies in slit pore geometries.53–56
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